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Project Introduction
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This project’s intent is to provide an alternate means of development 
for impoverished, rural communities in hot and humid climates. A site 
was selected in the Dominican Republic by way of a mission opportunity. 
Nine related families (approximately 40 people) live on the 0.65 acre 
site at the foot of a hill. The site is located in the Samana province in the 
Dominican Republic near the town of El Rancho. 

Over a third of the Dominican Republic lives in poverty ($1.25 a day or 
less) and most are located in rural areas. According to borgenproject.org 
“the rural poverty rate is about three times as high as the urban poverty 
rate.” Due to the extreme poverty of the area few people can afford 
transportation. Income is generated through transient work as tour 
guides for a local attraction.

Food is the primary concern of those living in these conditions. The little 
money they make is used to buy food to supplement gathering fruits. 
Sanitation, comfort, and social interactions are also important needs that 
should be addressed.

Site

http://www.roughguides.com/maps/central-america-the-caribbean/dominican-republic/



Goals and Objectives
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Goal 2 - Create a guide for designing and approaching similar projects 
in similar climates

+ Understand climate conditions (wind, sun, and rain) and their effects on 
design
+ Design building clusters that promote social interaction and create 
comfortable outdoor spaces
+ Detail design determinents for main program features
+ Understand the vernacular architecture and other cultural practices
+ Orient buildings and spaces according to the sun and wind patterns
+ Understand the characteristics of the soil and any limitations or 
opportunities

Goal 1 - Provide better living conditions for the nine families

+ Provide small intimate spaces for 1 to 2 families
+ Provide spaces for multiple families to gather and work
+ Provide a large public gathering space
+ Provide a space for children to play
+ Accomodate trash and waste disposal
+ Provide a composting latrine
+ Provide new housing (1 home per family)
+ Provide opportunities for agriculture
+ Create more comfortable climate
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Analysis
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Cultural Analysis
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Dominicans are family oriented and very social 
in their daily lives. Most family homes have 
porches that act as an extension of the living 
room. Favorite pastimes include dominoes and 
baseball. Children typically do not have yards 
to play in, so streets and other open areas are 
their playgrounds. Despite their circumstances, 
Dominicans are ver happy.

http://matadornetwork.com/abroad/photo-essay-dominican-snapshots/ http://kairosphotos.photoshelter.com/image/I0000OquoinMvaow

http://www.casasporcristo.org/dominican-republic-mission-trips/http://seamheads.com/2011/02/09/clementes-spirit-remains-alive-with-
robertos-kids/



Context
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The site is located a quarter mile south of a small 
town called Rancho Espanol. Rancho Espanol is 
situated on a route between two of the larger 
cities in the province, Samana and Las Terrenas. 
The surrounding area is very rural with rolling hills 
and farmland dominating the landscape.

Two similar communites in size and socio-
economic status lie between the site and the 
town. 

Community

Farmland

Community

Site

Rancho
Espanol



Climate
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The predominant wind direction is from the east. 
Temperatures are relatively high and constant throughout 
the year with the average being 77 degrees Fahrenheit. 
The rainy season starts in late summer and lasts until early 
winter. Humidity is high ranging from 61% to 100%.

http://www.dominicanrepublic24.com/weather.html
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https://www.windfinder.com/windstatistics/samana_el_catey_las_terrenas



Site Analysis
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The existing conditions include 13 structures, four 
trees, and a circulation route that cuts through 
the site and is the entry point of the site. The 
existing structures are dilapidated and need to 
be replaced. The trees are not particularly large 
and are not necessary to keep. The topography is 
highest on the east and a ridge divides a portion 
of the site. Prevailing winds flow down the hill 
from the east. The best views are toward the 
farmland to the west of the site. Winter and 
summer sunrises and sunsets are relatively similar. 
The hottest and wetest months of the year are 
July and August.

Flatest

Steepest

Site Inventory Topography Analysis Climate and Views Analysis



Site Images
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Photo Credit: Stefan Blignaut Photo Credit: Stefan Blignaut
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Farmland
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+ Requires a large flat area
+ Water should sheet flow across 
+ Preferably south of trees and buildings to avoid shade
+ Look for best soils
+ Should be near compost area
+ Should be near circulation



Gathering Space
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+ Topographically felexible
+ Should be close to circulation
+ Accessible to all residents
+ Should be near homes
+ Should be inviting and attractive
+ Accomodate all residents at one time
+ Provide for large and small scale meetings



Circulation
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+ Should connect the most important features of the site
+ Avoid creating confusing paths
+ Design for most direct routes
+ Accomodate any important existing circulation routes
+ Work with the terrain
+ Make areas more accessible and easier to navigate



Compost and Trash
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Compost
+ Downhill and downwind from buildings, community 
spaces, and people
+ Should be close to farmland
+ Requires relatively flat area
+ Should be near trash area

Trash
+ Downhill and downwind from buildings, community 
spaces, and people
+ Requires relatively flat area
+ Should have access to circulation
+ Should not be in direct view of homes
+ Should be near compost area



Children’s Play Area
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+ Circulation can double as play space
+ In view of homes for security
+ Gathering space should accomodate play space
+ Very flexible
+ All open space should be considered possible play area



Composting Latrine
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+ Downwind and downhill from buildings and people
+ Requires circulation access
+ Should be near farmland
+ Should be centrally located
+ Should be in short walking distance of every home
+ Should not excede 50 residents per latrine



Vernacular Architecture
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The typical building style is a response to the challenges 
presented by the climate. Local and low cost materials 
such as concrete block, corrugated metal, coconut wood, 
untreated pine lumber, and poured concrete are used to 
construct the homes. These materials do well to shelter 
people from rain and have slatted windows to take 
advantage of the wind. However, the main problem is still 
the heat. 

Due to the simplistic building methods, its very common 
that the homeowners build their own homes. Most 
homes are approximately 20’ x 30’ and have a small 
porch for outdoor relaxation and socializing. Some may 
have a rear door for access to the kitchen, but many do 
not. Laundry is done outdoors and in some cases cooking 
as well. Homes without plumbing get water from a well 
and/or rainwater collection.

Kitchen

Bedroom

Bedroom

Living 
Room

Photo Credit: Stefan Blignaut



Sun Analysis
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+ Corrugated metal roofs are excellent at reflecting heat, 
but also trap heat inside the building.

+ Natural vegetation can absorb and disipate the heat 
before it reaches the building, as well as cast shading to 
cool the roof.

+ The best orientation for the roofline is east/west. This 
lessens the amount of heat absorbed by the building’s 
walls during the morning and afternoon when the sun 
hits the walls most directly.

+ The graphics below show the amount of shade cast by 
the buildings at certain times of the day. Understanding 
where shade will be cast informs where the most 
appropriate open spaces should be.

Heat Sinks Roofline Orientation

9AM 1PM 5PM



Wind Analysis
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The manipulation of wind is crucial to creating 
comfortable spaces both indoors and out. A 
general understanding of how wind moves 
around buildings and other obstacles can 
inform spacial organization. The venturi effect is 
essentially the funneling of air to increase wind 
velocity (as shown on the right). Combining 
this principle with knowledge of building 
aerodynamics can result in a much more pleasant 
outdoor space. The venturi effect is on the 
horizontal as well as the vertical plane. Using 
trees to convey wind downward will maximize the 
effect.

It is also important to understand how wind flows 
over terrain, in this case a hill. On the leeward 
side of the hill, currents will be more turbulent 
and higher off the ground than on the windward 
side.  Trees can funnel the wind down.

Wind Flow Under Trees Wind Flow Over Hills

Venturi Effect Aerodynamics

http://thebritishgeographer.weebly.com/
urban-climates.html

http://www.personal.psu.edu/att5041/
Wind/Evaluation.htm



Building Layout Goals
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Buildings should be organized to create 
courtyard-like spaces, taking advantage of the 
wind and reducing exposure to the sun.

Sketches show the scale and functionality of the 
spaces created by building placement.

Fully Enclosed

Semi-enclosed

Open

Breezeway



Synthesis
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Building Layout Synthesis
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North Cluster South ClusterDue to the size restrictions of the site, the homes 
were separated into two clusters and oriented 
to maximize breezes and shade in areas of high 
usage. 

The diagrams convey how wind moves through 
the clusters and where shade falls during 
afternoon hours.



Concept
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The concept is the synthesis of the analysis 
diagrams. Two clusters of housing are separated 
by the gathering space and the main circulation. 
Multiple areas of farmland have been established 
according to the guidelines.

North Cluster

Farmland

Farmland

Trash/Compost

Gathering 
Space

50’25’0’Drainage

Farmland

South Cluster

Farmland



Design Development
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Site Plan
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50’25’0’Drainage
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The details to the right show the stairs and the seating walls for the 
gathering space.



Renderings
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Illustrative
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Legend

1 - Homes
2 - Farmland
3 - Gathering Space
4 - Composting Latrine
5 - Compost
6 - Trash
7 - Work Areas
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Elevations
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Two elevations show the relationship 
between the buildings on site an the spaces 
they create. The top elevation shows the 
north cluster from the west and the lower 
elevation shows the south cluster from the 
west.

10’10’

20’



Renderings



Renderings
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Conclusion
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Impact
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Supplemented Income

+ Create plastic thatch roofs from old 
   plastic bottles.
+ Transparent to allow light into the 
   home
+ Breathes much like traditional thatch 
   keeping the inside of the home cooler
+ Water resistant, unlike traditional 
   thatch

Supplemented Food

+ Mangos
 yields 960 pounds per year
+ Farmland
 yields 1650 pounds per year
+ Coconuts
 yields 50 coconuts per tree
 yields total of 300 coconuts

http://inhabitat.com/hand-powered-machine-can-make-thatch-roofs-from-
plastic-bottles-in-tropical-climates/

http://inhabitat.com/hand-powered-machine-can-make-thatch-roofs-from-
plastic-bottles-in-tropical-climates/

http://inhabitat.com/hand-powered-machine-can-make-thatch-roofs-from-
plastic-bottles-in-tropical-climates/


